The purpose of this paper is to infer a global (collective) model of time-varying responses of a set of nodes as a dynamic graph, where the individual time series are respectively observed at each of the nodes. The motivation of this work lies in the search for a connectome model which properly captures brain functionality upon observing activities in different regions of the brain and possibly of individual neurons. We formulate the problem as a quadratic objective functional of observed node signals over short time intervals, subjected to the proper regularization reflecting the graph smoothness and other dynamics involving the underlying graph's Laplacian, as well as the time evolution smoothness of the underlying graph. The resulting joint optimization is solved by a continuous relaxation and an introduced novel gradient-projection scheme. We apply our algorithm to a real-world dataset comprising recorded activities of individual brain cells. The resulting model is shown to not only be viable but also efficiently computable.
I. INTRODUCTION
The increased and ubiquitous emergence of graphs is becoming an excellent tool for quantifying interaction between different elements in great variety of network systems. Analyzing and discovering the underlying structure of a graph for a given data set has become central to a variety of different signal processing research problems which may be interpreted as graph structure recovery. For example, in social media [1] , such as Facebook and LinkedIn, the basic interaction/relation between two individuals being represented by a link, yields the notion of a graph known as the social network, which is used for inferring further characteristics among all involved individuals [2] . Similarly, in physics [3] and chemistry [4] , graphs are widely used to capture the interactions among atoms/molecules to study the behavior of different materials. The rather recent connectome paradigm [5] in neuros-science, is based on the hypothesis that the brain is a massively connected network and its behavior variation and connectivity, particularly in response to controlled external, can be used to investigate brain's structures and ideally its functionality [6] , [7] .
Existing analysis approaches of connectivity of neuron signals and associated problems can be categorized into two main groups, (i) Noise correlation analysis [8] , [9] , which is often applied by neuro-scientists to uncover the connectivity among neurons, (ii) Static graph learning [10] , [11] , which, by way of an optimization procedure, tries to attain a fixed graph over time. Noise correlation is commonly used in neuro-science to establish connectivity between every pair of neurons if their noise correlation over a short time is significant. This method, however, requires many observations, making it hard to obtain an acceptable connectivity estimation over that interval. Additionally the acquired connectivity does not lend to simple rationalization following an experiment with a specific stimilus. In the second track, research on estimating graph structures for a given data set has been active and includes graph learning. Research on the latter has primarily been based on graphs' topology and signals' smoothness, and the application of the graph Laplacian has been predominant. Other recent work includes deep neural network modeling, and the training/testing was performed on graph datasets to ultimately generate a graph to represent patterns under given signals. These studies have primarily focussed on a static graph, with signals non-sparse and the assumption of consistency of the graph over time. These models require sufficiently adequate samples for training and testing, once again making difficult to use on neuronal signals with a typically low sample size, in order to glean the desired variations over small time intervals. Graphs' dynamics with clear potential impact on temporal data characterization, have also been of interest by many researchers [12] , [13] . In this theme, the models are used to predict the links given previous graphs and associated signals. All these approaches require much prior information on known structures and plenty of data for training and predicting future graphs.
Building on the wealth of prior research work in neuroscience and graph learning [11] , we propose a new model, with a dynamic structure goal to track neurons' dynamic connectivity over time. To that end, our proposed graph will include vertices/nodes for nodes, and their connectivity is reflected by the graph edges whose attribute is determined by the probability/intensity of connection between every pair of neurons. To proceed, the outline of our paper follows in order our contributions in the sequel. Firstly, exploiting the insight from prior research on graph learning with graph Laplacian [11] , [14] , we propose an optimization formulation, which can yield a graph over each short time interval which in turn reflects the evolving transformation of the connectivity. Secondly, we modify our model to fit sparse signals so that we can verify our optimized solution on a neuronal signal dataset. Thirdly, we apply three alternative methods to simplify the optimization procedures, to simplify the solution procedures of the optimization problems, and help reach the optimal points. We finally proceed to test our proposed model on a neuronal dataset, to help improve our understanding on the neuronal interaction and their process of transferring signals.
II. PROBLEM SETUP AND BACKGROUND
For notation clarity and throughout the paper, we will adopt an upper and lower case bold letter to respectively denote a matrix and a vector, and the superscripts T, −1 to respectively denote its tranpose and inverse. The operator tr(·) denotes a matrix trace. The identity, zero and "1" matrices are respectively denoted by I, 0 and 1, while x ij represents the i-th row, j-th column element of X.
Our neuronal-activity dataset will consist of N neuron/nodes, and will be characterized by a connectivity graph
is the edge set with attributes reflecting the connectivity between each pair of vertices quantified by 0 ≤ w ≤ 1, ∀w ∈ W as a connectivity strength. A time series y n (t) of observations with t = 1, 2, . . . , T , is associated with each node v n . For simplicity in our derivations, we will aggregate the nodes' finite length time series into a N × T matrix Y, where (Y) n,t = y n (t). Our problem formulation will seek for each observed Y, either a static graph G or a time dependent graph series of graphs G 1 , G 2 , . . ..
The well known graph Laplacian of an undirected graph can describe its topology, and can serve as the second derivative operator of the underlying graph. The corresponding Laplacian matrix L is commonly defined as [15] , with L(i, j) = −w i j, for i,j adjacent nodes, and L(i, j) = 0 otherwise, and
The Laplacian matrix may also usefully adopt, in some context, a second derivative interpretation of graphs: Given an assignment x = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) of real number to the nodes, the Laplacian matrix may be found as the second derivative of x as L(W, x) = i j>i w ij a ij a T ij x, where a ij denotes a N-dimensional vector whose elements are all 0s, except the ith element being respectively 1 and j-th element -1. As may be seen, a ij represents the first derivative of the edge between the i-th and j-th node. The notion of a Laplacian will be exploited in this sequel as a structural regularizer when an optimal graph is sought for a given data set.
III. DYNAMIC GRAPH LEARNING

A. Static Graph Learning
Prior to proposing the dynamic structure learning of a graph, we first recall the principles upon which static graph learning was based [11] . Using the Laplacian quadratic form, x n L(W)x n , as a smoothness regularizer of the signals x n , and the degree of connectivity K as a tuning parameter, [11] discovers a K-sparse graph from noisy signals y t = x t + n t , by seeking the solution of the following,
where γ and K are tuning parameters,
is the noiseless signals and Y = [y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y T ] its noisy observation. W is the adjacency weight matrix for the undirected graph, with the additional relaxation of the individual weights to the interval [0, 1].
B. Dynamic Graph Learning
Note that in [11] a single connectivity graph is inferred for the entire observation time interval, thus overlooking the practically varying connections between every two nodes over time. To account for these variations and towards capturing the true underlying structure of the graph, we propose to learn the dynamics of the graph. Relating these dynamics to the brain signals which are of practical interest, they would not only reflect the signals (as a response to the corresponding stimuli) in that time interval, but also account for their dependence on those in the previous graph and time interval. To that end, we can account for the similarity of temporally adjacent graphs in the overall functionality of the sequence of graphs consistent with the observed data. Selecting a 1-norm distance of connectivity weight matrices between consecutive time intervals, we can proceed with the graph sequence discovery and hence the dynamics by seeking the solution to the following,
where α is the penalty coefficient, Y is the observed data, X = [x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x T ] is the noise-free data, W t is the weight matrix in the t-th time interval, and K is a tuning parameter.
C. Dynamic Graph Learning from Sparse Signals
The solution given by [11] addresses the static graph learning, but the observed signals y n (t) may often be sparse, which poses a problem: Noting that L(W, x) = i j>i w ij a ij a T ij x into the Laplacian quadratic form, we have w ij y i − y j 2 , calculating the distance between two signals, and we minimize this term to find some nodes with tough connections, in another word, the values of the signals are similar in a small time interval. This equation also implies that if x i and x j are close to 0, their distance will also be close to 0. This thus introduces unexpected false edges when sparse signals are present. As a simple illustration, let us assume that sparse signals are rewritten as Y = [Ỹ, 0] T , where the dimension of Y is N × t,Ỹ is an n × t matrix and 0 is (n − N ) × t. Given that 2-norm is non-negative and the Laplacian matrix is positive semi-definite, we can find a trivial optimal solution of (X, W), where W is sparse, such that X = Y, and the weight matrix can be represented by some block matrix, W = 0 0 0W .
Since problem (3) is a convex and non-negative problem, it can be shown that the optimal loss value is 0 by inserting the solution Y = X and W into optimization (3) . This then shows that if sparse signals (which happens to be the case for brain firing patterns) are present, the solution to the formulated optimization may not be unique , furthermore, yielding some of these optimal points to result in connections between zeros-signal nodes (i.e. meaningless connections per our understanding).
Towards mitigating this difficulty, we introduce a constraint term to help focus on the nodes with significant values, specifically we constrain edge nodes energy to be of significance. This yields the following formulation,
where η is a penalty coefficient, and x t,i is the i-th node signal in the t-th time interval. Since the weight matrix for an undirected graph is symmetric, therefore this additional part of the new optimization can be simplified as following:
where D(W t ) is a diagonal matrix defined above from weight matrix W t . Combining the two tr(·) expressions from Eqs. (3) and (4) will yield the simpler form of Eq. (6) . With a liitle more attention, one could note that this procedure naturally prefers nodes of higher energy by associating a higher weight.
IV. ALGORITHMIC SOLUTION
The conventional use of Lagrangian duality for solving the above optimization model is costly in time and memory, and thus begs for an alternative.
A. Projection method
To address this difficulty, we consider the constraints as a subspace, where W is the whole space for graphs, with W ij ≥ 0, and W ⊂ W, such that 0 ≤ W ij ≤ 1. Then, we introduce a projection method for projecting the updated W t ∈ W into the subspace W . Considering an updated weight matrix as a point in a high dimensional space, we minimize the distance between the point and the subspace within the whole space by enforcing minW
Applying the Lagrangian Duality on this minimization problem yields, Claim:
B. Proximal operator
In light of the non-smoothness of l 1 norm, we call on the proximal operator to solve this part [16] . Firstly, the l 1 term w t − w t+1 1 in optimization (3) may be affected by the order of updating W t s. Therefore, to minimize the influence of the order of updating variables, we introduce new variables Z t to replace the this term, and add a new constraint that Z t = W t − W t+1 . Through applying these new variables, updating W t is not influenced by the others weight matrices, and Z t gives the relaxation between each two adjacent weight matrices. In the end, this would be equivalent to the previous optimization problem, with the advantage of its decreasing the impact on the optimization caused by the order of updating variables. Claim: As a result, the Lagrangian duality form of the optimization yields the following,
Now we have the function of Z t , denoted as f (Z t ) = α Z t + β t , Z t , which is not a smooth but convex function over Z t . To avoid smoothness point, we apply proximal operator to update Z t by projecting the point into the defined convex domain and getting closer to the optimal point. The function is defined as prox λf
where λ is some tuning parameter. It is clear that we achieve the optimal point Z * t , if and only if we have Z * t = prox λf (Z * t ), therefore for the k-th iteration, we update the variable Z t as Z k t = prox λf (Z
).
C. Algorithm
The function of X t can be regarded as a convex smooth function, which allows the calculation of the derivative of the optimization formulation over X t and setting the value to 0.
Since the functions of W t s are smooth, we use gradient descent to update each W t . The whole algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1. 
to the defined domain by Projection method. 6 Update L(W Update Z t by Proximal operator. 
V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
The data in these experiments were measured in S. L. Smith's Laboratory at UCSB [8] . They use a two-photon electro-microscope [17] to collect fluorescent signals. The whole experiment consists of 3 specific scenarios with a 20 trial measurement, and the stimuli in each trial are the same. The stimuli for each of the scenarios are shown in Figure 1 , and consist of "gray" movie, artificial movie, natural movie 1 and natural movie 2. The dataset includes 590 neurons in V1 area and 301 neurons in AL area, and the sample rate is approximately 13.3 Hz. To select the most consistent 50 neurons in V1 area , We calculate the correlation between signals in every 2 trials for each neuron, and we choose the 50 neurons with the highest mean correlation.
In addition to the similarity under similar stimuli, there is memory across the change of stimuli. The brain's reaction time for stimuli is 100ms approximately and the delay of the device is around 50 to 100ms, the time difference between 2 time points is 75ms; therefore, we choose T = 213 in the optimization model to capture the change within 150ms, and we have 25 to 26 graphs for each stimulus. We choose K = 30 to restrict a sparse graph, 5 percent of number of complete graph. Applying the same parameters on the signals of 20 trials, we have 8 graphs for each trial, where great variations can be observed between different trials. Therefore, we transform the weight matrix to an adjacent matrix through considering the weight matrix as the probability of connectivity between neurons, remove the edges with probability less than 0.5 and set other edges' weight to 1, then we add the adjacency matrices from different trials in the same time interval, and we choose the value of edges greater than 5.
Through transforming the weight matrix of each graph into a vector and calculating correlation coefficient between every two vectors, e.g. the element value of i-th row and j-th column of the matrix stands for the correlation between i-th and j-th graphs' weight vectors and the matrix is symmetric obviously, the red dash lines divide the plot into small blocks, representing the exact time interval corresponding to each specific stimulus which is shown on the left of the plot, and Fig. 2 gives an intuitive view on the memories between consecutive stimuli and similarities of graphs activated by similar stimuli.
Figure 2: Correlations between graphs
From this neuron signal dataset, we observe variations of neurons' connectivity over trials, but it preserves similar patterns for similar stimuli in V1 area. Through looking into different time scales, we also show the memorial patterns from one stimulus across to another. These observations can be seen as a basic step for studying brains' functional connectivity reflecting to the specific stimuli.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper introduces an optimization model for learning dynamics of sparse graphs with sparse signals based on the graph Laplacian and its smoothness assumption without prior knowledge on the signals. Through applying three alternative solution methods, this model learns a single graph in a short time interval and a set of graphs over the whole signals, and it can capture the small change of graphs in a brief time interval. In the experiment, we solve the difficulty of the low sample rate for detecting graphs, and discover the functional connectivity on specific stimuli instead of revealing the physical connections of neurons. More future research should focus on discovering brains with more datasets and measuring methods, which will support future discovery on understanding how neurons collaborate with each other and how brains work. A future plan is to optimize the model to learn the transformation of graphs.
